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Analysis of theme and language through 
 evidence based close reading! 



Close		Reading 
Teacher Tips  

How to Use: 
•  Print pages 3 and 6 for students! Page 3 provides a 

copy of the song lyrics and page 6 is the student 
recording sheet. 

•  Optional: Project pages 4 and 5 to show the audio 
video and music video for the song! 

•  Audio Video Link: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pKt3o7WPYdo  

•  Music Video Link:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z0rxydSolwU  

•  Encourage students to share their feelings about 
the song and the theme. These songs can spark 
AMAZING conversations about life! 
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1st	Read  

“I Lived” 
OneRepublic 

Hope when you take that jump, you don't fear the 
fall 
Hope when the water rises, you built a wall 
Hope when the crowd screams out, they're 
screaming your name 
Hope if everybody runs, you choose to stay 
 
Hope that you fall in love, and it hurts so bad 
The only way you can know is give it all you have 
And I hope that you don't suffer but take the pain 
Hope when the moment comes, you'll say... 
 
I, I did it all 
I, I did it all 
I owned every second that this world could give 
I saw so many places, the things that I did 
With every broken bone, I swear I lived 
 
Hope that you spend your days, but they all add up 
And when that sun goes down, hope you raise your 
cup 
Oh, I wish that I could witness all your joy and all your 
pain 
But until my moment comes, I'll say... 
	

I, I did it all 
I, I did it all 
I owned every second that this world could 
give 
I saw so many places, the things that I did 
With every broken bone, I swear I lived 
 
Oh, Oh, Oh, Oh  
 
With every broken bone, I swear I lived. 
With every broken bone, I swear I... 
 
I, I did it all 
I, I did it all 
I owned every second that this world could 
give 
I saw so many places, the things that I did 
With every broken bone, I swear I lived. 
 
Oh, Oh, Oh, Oh  
 
I swear I lived. Ohhh  
I swear I lived. Ohhh 
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2nD	Read  

“I Lived” 
OneRepublic https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=pKt3o7WPYdo  

Audio Version Link 

Note to Teachers: 
Play the audio 

version of the song 
for the second read 

so that the 
students can hear 
the lyrics to music. 
Encourage them to 
follow along on their 
lyrics sheet and then 
fill out their 2nd read 

reflection!  
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3rd	Read  

“I Lived” 
OneRepublic 

Note to Teachers: 
Play the music video of 
the song for the third 

read so that the 
students can see the 

images associated with 
the lyrics. Encourage 
them to follow along 
on their lyrics sheet 

and then fill out their 
3rd read reflection!  

Music Video Link 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=z0rxydSolwU  
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1st	Read  2nD	Read  3rd	Read 
What is the main idea of this 
reading? Cite a piece of 
evidence. 
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________ 
What lines are repeated? Why 
do you think that is? 
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________ 
What jumps out at you about 
this text? Why? 
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________ 

What is the theme or lesson of 
this reading? Cite a piece of 
evidence. 
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________ 
How does the author feel 
about life and our experiences 
overall? Cite a piece of evidence. 
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________ 
Why do you think the author 
reference broken bones? 
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________ 

After watching the video, what 
is the theme or lesson of this 
song? Cite a piece of evidence 
from the lyrics or the video. 
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
Have your thoughts about the 
theme changed after watching 
the video? Why or why not? 
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________ 
How can you connect to the 
boy in the video? Use an 
experience from your own life. 
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________ 

Close		Reading 
Reflection Sheet   

Name:________________ 
 
Date:_________________ 
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T hank you for downloading! 
I hope you enjoy this close reading through song product! If you have any questions, 

comments or song suggestions, please feel free to e-mail me at jtkelly0918@gmail.com  
 

This product is licensed for use solely by the downloader.  
Please do not share or redistribute this file. Please use for single classroom use only. 

 
The content of this file is not to be reproduced, edited, or used elsewhere without 

the permission of the author. 
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